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Dear Philoptochos Chapter President,
The 2016 National Philoptochos Biennial Convention in Nashville, Tennessee, is fast approaching. These nationwide gatherings offer Philoptochos delegates an incomparable opportunity to recommit to our mission, to share
camaraderie and sisterhood and, perhaps most importantly, to chart the future of our beloved Society.
But while the benefits of developing new leaders, inspiring programs and lasting friendships are incalculable, the
mounting of a nationwide convention is an expensive and challenging proposition. Likely, you will not be
surprised to learn that the costs associated with a Convention of this scope and breath simply cannot be covered by
registration fees alone. And so, in recent years, we have invited National Board members, Metropolis Boards and
Chapters to join in underwriting some part of the expenses associated with our National Conventions. Through the
generosity of friends of the Society like you, we have been able to cover convention costs, while also sponsoring
the attendance of small Chapters throughout the Archdiocese that would otherwise be unable to attend.
Won’t you please partner with us this year? If you have partnered with us before then you know your generosity
will help secure future generations of good works and dedicated stewards, building on our ability to address the
needs of so many among us. Philoptochos has answered the needs of our world for 85 years and we will continue
to do so – but, as always, we need your help.
We hope you will join your fellow Philoptochos stewards in making this Convention a truly successful and
memorable event. Please return the completed sponsorship form and your donation by May 15, 2016, to National
Philoptochos Society, Attn: Convention Sponsorship Committee, 126 East 37th St., New York, NY 10016. Thank
you so much.
With Sisterly Love in Christ,

Irene Arsoniadis

Theone Dickos
2016 National Philoptochos Biennial Convention Co-Chairs
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